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### authorities

**VIAF Authorities**

**Description**

A dataset containing the names and schemes of 55 organizations and libraries that participate in the VIAF.

**Usage**

```r
data(authorities)
```

**Format**

A tibble with 55 rows and 2 variables.

### name_types

**VIAF Name Types**

**Description**

A dataset containing the 5 possible name types in the VIAF.

**Usage**

```r
data(name_types)
```

**Format**

A tibble with 5 rows and 2 variables.

### viaf_get

**Get Data for VIAF Identifier(s)**

**Description**

Get authority cluster data based on supplied VIAF identifier(s).

**Usage**

```r
viaf_get(query = NULL, ...)
```
viaf_search

Arguments

query The VIAF identifier(s) to get data for.
... Optional VIAF API query parameters.

Value

A tibble with data items.

Note

An internet connection is required. The MARC 21 field definitions are used.

Examples

viaf_get(c("64013650", "102333412"))

viaf_search

Search VIAF records

Description

Search VIAF records where the authority includes the given terms.

Usage

viaf_search(query = NULL, ...)

Arguments

query The search query (or queries) to get data for.
... Optional VIAF API query parameters.

Value

A named list of tibbles with data items.

Note

An internet connection is required. The MARC 21 field definitions are used.

Examples

viaf_search(c("Rembrandt", "Jane Austen"))
viaf_suggest  

### Suggest VIAF records

**Description**

Suggest VIAF records based on given terms passed in a query.

**Usage**

```r
viaf_suggest(query = NULL, ...)
```

**Arguments**

- `query`  
  The search query (or queries) to get data for.
- `...`  
  Optional VIAF API query parameters.

**Value**

A named list of tibbles with data items.

**Note**

An internet connection is required.

**Examples**

```r
viaf_suggest(c("rembrandt", "austen"))
```
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